Tour No 7
One day cruise to 3 islands (Aegina–Poros–Hydra)

Discover three picturesque islands in one day! This trip provides a sea of happy faces from all
over the world on a wonderful cruise to, Poros, Hydra and Aegina! The cruise departs from a
cruise port in Athens to Poros Island. The landscape of Poros with its dense fir trees and
greenery really make the island a very attractive one, and the scenery you will find here will
both amaze and inspire you. Our next stop is the island of Hydra. It is an island with a very
special architecture and dramatic landscape, whose old traditional stone houses and mansions
silently witness to a long and turbulent history. Remember: transportation on the island is all
done by donkeys as cars are banned! Out last stop is the island of Aegina, which is known for its
rich history, inspiring pistachio grove landscapes. Aegina Port’s lively fish market and colourful
floating fruit and vegetable marketplace as well as picturesque seaside villages. We will return
to the hotel full of sea, salt and sun scents!
Timing details: Cruise departs at 08.00 from Athens Cruise Port and returns at about 19.30.
Cruise duration in Saronic Gulf approximately: 12 hours. (1 hour Poros Island (09.45-10.45), 1
hour 30 mins in Hydra Island (11.15-12.45), 3 hours 30 mins in Aegina Island (14.15-17.45) plus
about 6 hours sailing time. Please add also spending time to go & come back by Taxi or Bus to
the departure port.

The above tour includes:
Private driver for transfer to/from departure port
Toll fee
Vat & taxes
The above tour NOT include:
Cruise tickets ( included Lunch on board). Please keep your passport with you.
Cancelation policy
No cancelation fees for written cancelations to terzis@otenet.gr up to 24 hours prior to the
departure of the tour for transportation and 8 days for cruise tickets.
Full cancelation fees less than 24 hours or non show for transportation and less than 7 days or
non show for cruise tickets.
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